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In this paper the state-of-the-art on wind-assisted propulsion for commercial ships is presented. The review shows that, albeit a

considerable amount of research has been carried out over the years, there is still a substantial lack of knowledge on the actual

performance of wind-assisted ships. Especially the aerodynamic interaction effects of wind propulsion systems as well as the

hydrodynamic phenomena heel, leeway, sideforce and yaw balance are often simplified or neglected. A performance prediction

program is presented and it aims to be a versatile design tool to better evaluate the use of wind energy as an auxiliary form of

propulsion for commercial ships.

Introduction

The shipping industry is highly influenced by the omnipresent rise of the oil price and the increasing awareness

towards environmental issues. 

The high fuel consumption and accompanying emissions of ships ensure that innovative solutions need to

be found. The maritime sector puts much emphasis on reducing fuel consumption and this is usually done by

employing already existing standard practices such as hull-propeller optimisation and engine improvements.    

However, in recent years, also due to the ever stricter  regulations regarding the reduction of emissions,

major  improvements  towards  sustainable  ships  are  sought.  The  possibility  to  employ  wind  energy  as  an

auxiliary form of propulsion for commercial ships has again become of great interest and might be a viable

alternative in the near future. 

In this paper the state-of-the-art on the concept of wind-assisted ship propulsion is presented.  It appears

that most of the research carried out on this topic focusses more on the operational feasibility of wind-assisted

propulsion rather than addressing the complex scientific  novelty  that  such a concept involves.  The physical

aspects related to the prediction of the performance of a wind-assisted ship, which is the first and essential step

necessary for a sound operational evaluation, are generally oversimplified. 

The possible savings, both in terms of cost and pollution emissions, by exploiting wind energy, can only be

assessed with the support of a versatile and reliable tool capable of predicting the performance of wind-assisted

ships. 

The characteristics  of  such  a  performance  prediction  program  are outlined  in  this  paper by  drawing  a

parallel with the velocity prediction programs used in the field of sailing yachts. This is done to gain a better

understanding of the suitable calculation methods which can ensure fast, yet reliable results for a generic wind-

assisted ship. In this paper, particular emphasis is given to the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic challenges that

need to be tackled.
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State-of-the-art

The possibility of using wind-assisted propulsion as an actual alternative for conventional ship propulsion arose

to the surface during the oil crisis in the seventies, making it a popular research topic in the 1980s. This resulted

in the Comsail  [60],  WindTech [61] and BWEA [37] symposia.  Most  papers in that  time focussed on the

operational challenges of wind assist, such as the practical and economic viability of the concept. An overview

of the scientific developments on the physics of wind assist is presented below.

A lot of effort was made into discovering possible wind propulsion systems to use. The potential of the kite

[6] and the new Lj-rig [20] was investigated using some simple formulations. The wing  sail [28], the wind

turbine [3] and the Turbosail [8] were investigated using wind tunnel experiments.

Comparison  studies  were  performed  by  Nance  [55]  who  stated  that  especially  the  lack  of  data was  a

concern. Later Clayton [9] performed a preliminary research study on the wing sail and the Flettner rotor using

wind  tunnel  tests.  Palmer  [57] did  full  scale  measurements  on  different  soft-sail  rigs.  Finally  Palmer  [21]

performed an elaborate comparison of the performance of five different rigs: Prolls rig (the precursor of the

Dynarig), wing sail, Flettner rotor, wind turbine and kite.

The  study  of  the  aerodynamics  of  different  wind  propulsion  systems  has  to  be  combined  with  the

hydrodynamic  phenomena  to  arrive  at  an  equilibrium  position.  At  that  time,  the  balance  calculations  were

generally performed for a specific ship while drastically simplifying the physics. The results however were used

to assess the general performance of wind-assisted ships.

The performance of a wind turbine placed on a trimaran [35] and on a small cargo ship [59] was calculated

using an analytical wind turbine theory. To retrofit a chemical tanker, Firestein [12] investigated a wing sail

design using lifting strip theory. A more basic model was applied by Fiorentino et al. [11], who calculated a

thrust  reduction  for  different  wing  sails  and  then  applied  it  for  a  specific  voyage.  Bradbury  [36]  used

experimentally-derived aerodynamic coefficients on graduated trim of wing sails to apply it on a specific ship.

Ingham and Tersløv [17] combined wind tunnel and manoeuvring tests to estimate the mean reduction in power

consumption for a wing sail arrangement installed on a bulk carrier.

 Schenzle  [63]  realised  the  necessity  of  a  thorough  service  speed  prediction  before  any  economical

assessment of different systems would be relevant. For this he improved the very first computer program to

predict sailing service speed of wind-assisted ships by Wagner [76]. While Schenzle's method was based on

experimentally  derived hydrodynamic and aerodynamic coefficients, Shaefer and Allsopp [64] identified the

need  to  use  dimensionless  parameters,  for  which  he  used  some  basic  calculations  to  arrive  at  a  kite/hull

performance chart.

A more  analytical  approach,  namely  the Linear Windship Theory,  was  developed by  Satchwell  [23] to

describe  principal  non-dimensional  coefficients:  the  effective  power  coefficient  and  the  effective  drive

coefficient. Later Satchwell [62] used this to optimise the design of various wind propulsors. Also Schenzle [24]

used a mathematical parametric model to calculate an average propulsive force. He then combined this with

different wind propulsors to arrive at a non-dimensional performance ratio of power and force per unit sail area.

Bergenson and Greewald [2] summarised six years of analytical and experimental developments on wind-

assisted propulsion supported by the US Maritime Administration. They showed the feasibility of multiple rigs

on conventional ships from a performance and economic perspective. Also Palmer [57] used his performance

calculation of three wind propulsion systems (Sprit sail rig, Flettner rotors and multi-wing sails) to arrive at

costs per unit area of each system.

The research focus was mainly on the aerodynamic part of the force balance. Often the aero-hydrodynamic

force balance was limited to basic relations. One of these relations was improved by the research of Wilson [30]

who  reviewed  the  methods  of  added resistance  of  ships  in  a  seaway  such  that  a  more  detailed resistance

investigation would lead to a better estimation of power requirements.

The new hydrodynamic phenomenon of leeway on a wind-assisted ship was investigated by Bradbury [4]

using flow visualisations experiments as well as a systematic series of hull-like blocks to arrive at the influence

of parameters such as beam, draft and trim on the performance of the ship. Another important phenomenon,

namely the yaw balance, was investigated by Skogman [25]. Finally  Molland [52] investigated the effect of

wind-assisted ship propulsion on the efficiency of propellers and machinery operation.
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In 1986, Satchwell [74] performed a preliminary analysis of real life log data and eight years later, in 1994,

Lambrecht et al. [19] investigated wind-assisted ship propulsion applied to standard tankers using wind tunnel

and towing tank experiments.

After these symposia the interest in wind-assisted ship propulsion faded out due to the sudden oil price

drop, the discovered complexity of the subject and the lack of a strong awareness towards the environment.

In the years 2000, however, the interest started to pick up again with the prospect of a sail-assisted fishing

boat [32]. Wind-assisted ship propulsion then came back in the picture when Fujiwara et al. [42] presented the

development of a new wind propulsor, namely the hybrid-sail with square soft sail.  Minami  et al. [51] also

investigated the effect of an underwater fin arrangement on steady sailing characteristics of a wind-assisted ship.

This work was followed by research investigating the hull-hull and hull-sail interaction ([14]), where the

importance of interaction effects was showed. Fujiwara et al. [15] also looked at the performance of a hybrid-

sail assisted bulk carrier and actually investigated in more detail some of the many  complex hydrodynamic

phenomena involved in wind-assisted propulsion. 

More recently the high oil price and especially the emission regulations again fuelled the research interest

in wind-assisted ship propulsion. Burden et al. [69] did a preliminary but broad analysis on a fast sail assisted

feeder container  ship.  In  the  same  manner  all  kind  of  performance  evaluations  occurred for  specific  wind

propulsor systems, like the wind turbine [34], the Flettner rotor [67], the kite [53] and [31], the Dynarig [66] and

the wing sail [56]. The obtained results are then always applied to a specific ship in a simple manner. Smith et

al. [65] described an analysis  process to fairly evaluate the performance of a wind-assisted ship using wind

tunnel and CFD calculations to arrive at both aerodynamic and hydrodynamic performance results. 

Concluding the state-of-the-art of the wind assist concept, the following remarks can be made. From an

aerodynamic point of view, the complex interactions between multiple propulsors mounted on the deck of the

ship and the interaction between the propulsors and the ship itself are always neglected. From a hydrodynamic

perspective the equilibrium equations are approached in a very basic way and the effects of heel, leeway and the

yaw balance on the overall performance of the ship are estimated either with simple formulations or not taken

into account at all. The experience gained over the years in the field of sailing yachts as well as the results

presented by Fujiwara et al. [14], show that neglecting these phenomena leads to an unrealistic simplification

and therefore unreliable results.

Performance Prediction Program

The development of practical and commercially viable wind propulsion systems to partially or fully propel a

ship is nowadays hampered by the difficulties of modelling the sophisticated aerodynamic and hydrodynamic

aspects involved. 

The use of wind propulsion systems to transform wind energy into forward thrust results in the introduction

of accompanying aerodynamic forces that need to be balanced by the corresponding hydrodynamic forces. The

solution of this equilibrium needs to be found for several weather conditions (i.e. several true wind angles and

true wind speeds).  

The output of the computation is the forward speed of the ship. It is worthy to note that, in the case of wind-

assisted ships, the additional wind-generated forward speed can be used in  two ways. On one hand it can be

used to increase the operational speed of the ship. On the other hand the use of the main engine can be decreased

while  the ship maintains  its original  operational speed. The latter solution is  generally  considered the most

interesting from an operational perspective.

In the field of sailing yachts an analogue situation is found. Velocity prediction programs are in fact used to

solve the equilibrium between the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic  forces [38]. Such programs make use of

semi-empirical formulas to calculate the forces. The Delft Systematic Yacht Hull Series ([43] and [47]), and the

Hazen/IMS model [70] are well-established examples. This methodology appears to be very suitable for wind-

assisted ships.   It  in  fact  ensures to obtain sufficiently  accurate and quick results  for any  ship whose main

characteristics are within the envelope of the experiments on which the regression formulas have been built on.

However, the difference in hull form, operating profile and aerodynamic phenomena involved, calls for the

development of new and more suitable formulas particularly tailored for wind-assisted ships.

Similarly to velocity prediction programs, the performance prediction program is intended to be used as a

design tool to give the user the opportunity to explore different design possibilities in a quick and straightforward
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manner. This calls for a program which handles the difficult trade-off between generality and accuracy. The user

in  fact  should  be  able  to  obtain  a  reliable  indication  for  the  solution  which  best  fits  his  needs.  Whenever

necessary, data obtained externally by means of CFD computations and experiments can be used in the program.

This means that, by using more refined data externally provided, the program can be used throughout the entire

design loop: from a first estimate calculation to the final design.

Aerodynamic aspects of wind-assisted ship propulsion

To make the performance prediction program a versatile design tool, the users should have the possibility to

evaluate designs which employ different types of wind propulsion systems. Several types of propulsors have

been proposed over the years. Arguably, the most common are the Dynarig, the Flettner rotor, the Turbosail, the

kite, the wing sail and the wind turbine. 

Figure 1. Render of the Ecoliner equipped with Dynarigs. Dykstra Naval Architects.

There  have  been  several  studies  on  the  aerodynamics  of  the  propulsion  systems  mentioned  above.  In

particular on the Turbosail [8], on the Flettner rotor [2] [18] [27] [10] [68], on the wind turbine [3] [34], on the

wing sail [26] [44] and on the kite [53] [54]. These studies however always concerned a single propulsor. An

exception  is  the  Dynarig,  for  which  wind-tunnel  tests  and  CFD  calculations  have  been  performed  also

considering multiple rigs ([58] and [40]).

Figure 2. “E-Ship 1” of Enercon equipped with Flettner rotors (picture by Carschten).

When multiple propulsors are installed on the deck of a ship, it is a common practice to simply multiply the

aerodynamic forces generated by the single propulsor by the number of propulsors installed. Some examples can

be  found  in  [34]  and  [67].  To obtain  reliable  aerodynamic  forces  and  thus  an  accurate  evaluation  of  the

performance of a wind-assisted ship, the interaction effects need to be taken into account. This is not true for the

kite as it flies above the deck of the ship.

The interaction effects that occur on board of a wind-assisted ship can be divided into two categories: the

interaction between several propulsors mounted on the deck of a ship and the interaction between the propulsors

and the ship itself. These effects mainly concern the following phenomena:
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1. Reduction of the incoming flow velocity.

2. Change of the flow angle of incidence caused by the downwash.

3. Generation of turbulence.

The first two effects can be associated with the production of lift, while the third effect can (primarily) be

associated with drag. The main effect of the drag-generated turbulence on the velocity field is the reduction of

the flow velocity. Therefore, it can be assumed that the interaction effects alter the velocity field mainly in two

ways: reducing the incoming flow velocity and changing the incoming flow angle of incidence.

Figure 2. “Alcyone” of Cousteau equipped with Turbosails (picture by Entomolo).

The majority of the wind propulsion systems that have been considered possible candidates for wind assist

may be deemed to work on the same fundamental principles, i.e. they are primarily lift generators.  The wind

turbine and the kite need to be treated differently. The former because of its rotatory motion while the latter can

be left out of the present discussion since it does not suffer of any interaction effect. Due to the generation of

lift, the propulsors interact with each other by both reducing the incoming flow velocity and by changing the

incoming flow angle of incidence.

A convenient starting point to assess the interaction effects between the propulsors seems to be the method

proposed by Roncin and Kobus [22] which study the influence of a yacht sailing in proximity of another.  In

their investigation, the authors use the horse-shoe method combined with semi-empirical formulas to calculate

the perturbed velocity field. The method works for any apparent wind angle: when the yacht is sailing upwind,

the  lift  is  dominating  and  the  interaction  effects  are  mostly  captured  by  the  vortex  model.  When  sailing

downwind, the semi-empirical viscous model becomes more significant since the lift is decreasing and the drag

is increasing. Although being simple, the method of Roncin and Kobus proved to give encouraging results when

compared to a 3D Vortex Lattice Method [7] and wind-tunnel experiments [22]. 

Another approach should be used for the wind turbine. Fortunately, the so-called 'wake effect' of a wind

turbine is a well know problem during the design phase of wind farms. Several models, which can estimate the

reduction of the flow velocity and the wake diameter behind the turbine, are already available and can be used

for a preliminary analysis. These are for instance the Jensen [71] and the Frandsen [13] model, which are based

on analytical formulas, or the Larsen [72] and the Ainslie [1] model, which are respectively based on boundary

layer and Navier-Stokes equations. 

Regarding the interaction between the propulsors and the ship, it should be noted that the structures of the

ship (e.g. hull, crew house, containers, etc.) are usually blunt bodies not meant to generate lift, which cause the

flow to separate.  This in turn generates drag. Thus, it can be assumed that the main effect of the ship structures

on the velocity field is to reduce the incoming flow velocity. 

To obtain the final velocity field, the interaction effects caused by the ship structures have to be properly

combined with the effects caused by the interaction between multiple propulsors. 

So far only the influence of the ship on the forces generated by the propulsors has been studied. However,

albeit it is expected to be less significant,  the influence of the propulsors on the aerodynamic forces generated

by the ship, i.e. on the windage of the ship, should also be investigated.
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One very convenient feature of the presented method is that it computes the effects of the aerodynamic

interaction on the velocity field  rather than directly on the forces generated by each propulsor. This means that

the  interaction  effects  can  be  studied  independently  from  the  propulsors  which  caused  them,  considerably

reducing  the  number  of  calculations  needed.  The  aerodynamic  forces  of  the  single  propulsor  can  then  be

inputted in the perturbed velocity field in order to obtain the actual force it would generate in the real sailing

condition on board of a ship.

Ultimately, the method outlined above will be used to generate a large amount of data on which to perform

a regression  analysis.  From this  analysis,  suitable  regression  formulas  will  be elaborated  with  the  goal  of

accurately  and quickly  computing the aerodynamic  forces  generated by  a given  wind-propulsion  system on

board of a generic ship.

Hydrodynamic aspects of wind-assisted ship propulsion

Sailing with an auxiliary wind propulsion system on board certainly has a major impact on the behaviour of

a ship. The aerodynamic forces acting on the ship need to be balanced by the hydrodynamic forces to obtain an

equilibrium  which  results  in  a  steady  forward  speed.  This  balance  generates  all  kind  of  new  phenomena

unknown to conventional ships.

The same process is found in the field of sailing yachts, where the sophisticated balance between these

forces  has  been  investigated  in  the  past  decades.  It  has  been  shown  that  the  hydrodynamic  phenomena  of

importance are heel, leeway, sideforce and yaw balance. These aspects therefore also need to be investigated on

commercial ships, where a difference is found with respect to speed (low Froude number rather than high),

sideforce production  (non-optimal  lift  generator because of  the  blunt  hull  form) and yaw balance (different

block coefficient and wind propulsor positions).

The upright resistance of a wind-assisted ship can be captured by the well-known semi-empirical formula of

Holtrop and Mennen [16]. The effect of heel however originates a change in waterline length and wetted surface

which, together with the new asymmetric waterplane shape, need to be taken into account [46]. Also leeway has

an effect on the resistance, both in terms of lift production as well as vortex separation [4]. 

Keuning et al. [49] developed a regression formula to describe the added resistance due to waves for sailing

yachts. At the ship hydromechanics laboratory of Delft University of Technology, an in-house investigation of

the influence of heel and sideforce on the added resistance due to waves is carried out for a conventional ship by

one of the authors. Preliminary results show that while sideforce influence is negligible, heel does have some

influence on the added resistance.

Wind-assisted ship propulsion also causes sideforce, and thereby induced resistance, to occur. Keuning and

Sonnenberg [47] revised earlier formulas arriving at an approximation method called the "effective span" to

correlate  the  induced  resistance  with  sideforce.  A formula  for  wind-assisted  vessels  however  is  not  easily

derived, as no permanent keel is present, nor is the shape of the hull very beneficial to generate sideforce.

Another associated hull force is the yaw balance of the ship and then in particular the viscous effect called

Munk Moment [73]. An initial study on the lateral balance for a wind-assisted ship was performed by Skogman

[25].  The  challenge  of  obtaining  a  good  yaw  balance  is  also  identified  and  investigated  by  Keuning  and

Vermeulen  [48].  The  findings  of  Claughton  et  al.  [39] on the  yaw  balance  of  superyachts  are particularly

interesting, as the hull shapes are one step closer to actual wind-assisted vessels.

Finally  the propeller  performance  of  a  wind-assisted  ship will  differ  due to atypical  inflow conditions.

While  the  effect  of  heel  has  not  been  addressed  before,  the  effect  of  drift  is  considered  in  the  field  of

manoeuvring research. Broglia et al. [5] showed that to model the performance of a propeller in oblique flow,

unsatisfactory predictions were obtained by employing models that do not account for the sideforce developed

by the propellers. More recently Dubbioso et al. [41] numerically showed the impact of incorporating relevant

in-plane loads on the propeller due to oblique flow. 

The off-design propeller condition is closely linked to the rudder performance ([50] and [33]) and can have

a large influence on the dynamic response of the vessel. Also the earlier mentioned yaw balance affects the

course stability and turning ability of the ship. This shows the necessity to assess the manoeuvring capabilities

of a ship in the performance prediction program, although these dynamic effects will have to be considered in a

steady-state manner. Moreover it is expected that the wind propulsion systems on board of the ship will have a

(dynamic) effect on the motions [75] and this also needs to be investigated. 
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It  is  shown  that  a  range  of  different  hydrodynamic  phenomena  need  to  be  tackled  to  arrive  at  the

performance prediction. This means that the approach of each individual aspect needs to be put in perspective

regarding time, accuracy and uncertainty  compared to the others.  The result  is not an optimisation for each

separate phenomenon, but the optimal total combination. To attain this goal, the regression formulas based on

the Delft Systematic Yacht Hull Series [43] [45] [47] are a good methodology to adopt.

Conclusions

In this  paper a review  of the past and more recent  developments  on wind-assisted propulsion  is presented.

Although a considerable amount of research has been carried out on this topic, it appears that there is still a

substantial lack of knowledge regarding the actual performance of a wind-assisted ship.

The studies on the performance of wind-assisted ships made over the years share two main drawbacks: they

are tailored for a specific ship and they greatly simplify the complex physical aspects associated with this new

technology. Before any sound evaluation on the use of wind energy in the shipping industry can be made, the

performance of a wind-assisted ship must  be properly predicted. This should be possible for a generic ship

sailing along any given route.

From the state-of-the-art the areas that deserve more attention in order to improve the overall accuracy of

the performance prediction have been identified. For the aerodynamic part of the force balance, the interaction

effects between the propulsors itself and between the propulsors and the ship definitely need to be taken into

account  when  computing  the  aerodynamic  forces.   For  the  hydrodynamic  part  the  effects  caused  by  heel,

leeway,  sideforce and yaw moment  on the resistance of the ship and on the efficiency  of the propeller,  are

phenomena unknown to commercial ships that require a thorough investigation.

The literature shows  that  in velocity  prediction programs for  sailing  yachts  semi-empirical  formulas to

compute  the  aero-hydrodynamic  forces  have  been  successfully  applied.  These  formulas  are  based  on  a

combination  of  analytical  expressions  and  data  obtained  experimentally.  This  methodology  seems  to  be

particularly suitable also to assess the performance of a generic wind-assisted ship.

In conclusion, the performance prediction program outlined in this paper aims to fill the gap between the

scarcity of reliable data available and the great interest towards wind-assisted propulsion. The program intends

to be a versatile design tool that can help the users to explore several different solutions in a reliable, yet quick

manner. This will help to better evaluate the use of wind energy as auxiliary form of propulsion for commercial

ships. 
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